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Abstract

The development of Open Source Software (OSS) projects

is a collaborative process that heavily relies on active con-

tributions by passionate developers. Creating, retaining and

nurturing an active community of developers is a challeng-

ing task; and �nding the appropriate expertise to drive the

development process is not always easy. To alleviate this sit-

uation, many OSS projects try to use bots to automate some

development tasks, thus helping community developers to

cope with the daily workload of their projects. However, the

techniques and support for developing bots is speci�c to the

code hosting platform where the project is being developed

(e.g., GitHub or GitLab). Furthermore, there is no support

for orchestrating bots deployed in di�erent platforms nor

for building bots that go beyond pure development activi-

ties. In this paper, we propose a tool to de�ne and deploy

bots for OSS projects, which besides automation tasks they

o�er a more social facet, improving community interactions.

The tool includes a Domain-Speci�c Language (DSL) which

allows de�ning bots that can be deployed on top of several

platforms and that can be triggered by di�erent events (e.g.,

creation of a new issue or a pull request). We describe the

design and the implementation of the tool, and illustrate its

use with examples.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → De-

velopment frameworks and environments; Designing

software; Open source model.

Keywords: Open Source, Bot, Domain-Speci�c Language
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1 Introduction

Open Source Software (OSS) projects are generally devel-

oped on social code-hosting platforms, such as GitHub or

GitLab, which provide a set of tools to support the creation

of software in a collaborative way. These platforms are built

on top of Git and rely on the so-called pull-based develop-

ment model [10], introduced by GitHub, where developers

can create a copy (i.e., fork) of any project’s repository and

submit a pull request to the original repository to propose

changes. Moreover, they provide tools to enable and foster

the collaboration, such as issue trackers and forums; as well

as social features such as stars, followers, and noti�cations.

Indeed, the development of OSS projects heavily relies

on active contribution by passionate developers [18]. How-

ever, retaining and creating an active community of develop-

ers is a challenging task [24]. To address this problem, OSS

projects attempt to delegate part of the work to automation

tools and bots to support the development process. Neverthe-

less, this has several drawbacks. To begin with, it involves

manual coding and expertise on the di�erent platform APIs.

Bots are therefore platform-speci�c making it also very time-

consuming to create any type of bot that needs to interact

with projects deployed on several platforms (e.g., case of

mirror repositories of projects). Furthermore, the bots are

usually designed to ful�ll automation tasks related to the

code development, even though the community behind a

project is more than just the code contributors [12] and sup-

port for automatic community management would also be

important to optimize project collaboration.

In this sense, this paper proposes a tool to de�ne and

deploy bots for OSS projects. The tool includes a Domain-

Speci�c Language (DSL) to de�ne bots that can be deployed

on di�erent platforms, such as GitHub or GitLab, and that

can be triggered by di�erent events (e.g., creation of a new

issue or a pull request). The set of events covered by the

https://doi.org/10.1145/3623476.3623524
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language is a superset of all events available on popular

code-hosting platforms and their APIs, thus enabling users

to de�ne generic bots. These events also cover community

events to facilitate the creation of more social bots. Beyond

the tool, we also provide a DSL to de�ne the bots, and the run-

time to execute the modeled bots, translating automatically

the bot behavior to calls to the underlying APIs, depending

on the target platform.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 in-

troduces the background and relatedwork. Section 3 presents

our proposal. Section 4 details the tool infrastructure, the

language domain and syntax, and illustrates its use with an

example. Section 5 describes the runtime design. Section 6

concludes the paper and presents future work.

2 Background and Related Work

This section covers the role of bots in OSS project develop-

ment, the bene�ts of DSLs and the related work trying to

use DSLs for bot de�nitions.

2.1 Bots in OSS Project Development

The development and success of OSS relies on the coordi-

nation and contributions by the community, usually named

social coding [4]. Some studies address speci�c tasks in OSS

project development, such as recommending developers to

open tasks [23], detecting unmaintained projects [3], or pre-

dicting whether newcomers may become long-term contrib-

utors [1].

In the last years, this collaborative behavior has leveraged

the use of bots to help and automatize some development

tasks [11], thus reducing the workload of contributors [21]

(or covering the lack of them). The idea of bots helping in

software development has been explored in several works

(e.g., [7, 8, 19]), which recognize their key role in address-

ing speci�c development tasks, but none of them propose

solutions to create bots in a holistic and scalable way. Further-

more, some studies contemplate some drawbacks or e�ects

of bots being a part of the project’s community, such as the

impact of adopting bots in pull requests code revisions [20],

the problems of human-bot interactions in pull requests [22]

or the interaction between software developers and a bot

that recommends pull request reviewers [15].

However, these works propose concrete bots as solutions

instead of mechanisms to build the bots themselves.

2.2 DSLs for the De�nition of Bots for OSS Projects

Domain-Speci�c Languages (DSLs) are languages specially

designed to help to solve a problem in a particular domain.

A DSL is composed of three main elements [14]: (1) abstract

syntax, which de�nes the concepts and relationships of the

domain where the language is applied; (2) concrete syntax,

which de�nes the notation of the language (e.g., textual,

diagram-based, etc.); and (3) semantics, which de�nes the

meaning of the language constructs. Furthermore, DSLs can

be classi�ed into external DSLs, which are generally de�ned

by a grammar; and internal DSLs, which are embedded in

a general-purpose programming language (known as host

language). By using a DSL, the developer can use domain-

speci�c constructs and therefore address the problem more

e�ciently [9]. We believe a DSL targeting the domain of bots

for OSS would solve some of the issues commented in the

introduction. So far, such DSL does not yet exist.

Some platforms o�er mechanisms to de�ne automation

tasks relying on con�guration languages, such as GitLab

CI or, more recently released, GitHub Actions (GHA). Some

works have analyzed the usage and impact of GHA [2, 6, 13]

exposing its spread on this platform. These alternatives are

completely platform-dependent and focus on core develop-

ment tasks.

There are a couple of approaches proposing DSLs for bots,

mainly focused on chatbots. Pérez-Soler et al. [16] propose

a DSL, Conga, which leverages on modeling techniques to

design chatbots according to a platform-independent meta-

model. Xatkit [5] is a �exible multi-platform chatbot devel-

opment framework, which comprises three DSLs allowing

the de�nition of di�erent components of a chatbot, namely:

Intent DSL, Execution DSL and Platform DSL. Nevertheless,

these approaches do not have primitives covering the OSS

development domain, making it di�cult to write bots able

to manage OSS concepts, or running them.

3 Our Proposal

To the best of our knowledge there is no DSL to build bots in

OSS in a way that is agnostic to the code-hosting platform

as the one we propose here.

With our approach, bots are de�ned independently with

our platform-independent tool and then can be con�gured

to interact with any speci�c code-hosting platform. Figure 1

shows the architecture of our proposal. As can be seen, the

Tool Infrastructure includes the DSL de�nition and helper

libraries to facilitate the de�nition of bots in an agnostic

way (i.e., helpers provide constructs to e�ciently and trans-

parently access the code-hosting platform generically). The

Runtime is responsible for listening and tracking the events

in the code-hosting platforms, triggering the bots linked to

those events and executing their behavior which in turn

will call the connectors to interact with the corresponding

code-hosting platform. Next we describe each component.

4 Tool Infrastructure

To build the tool infrastructure, we �rst de�ne the abstract

syntax of the DSL, and then discuss its concrete syntax and

implementation. We �nalize the section with some examples

of the language usage.
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Figure 1. Architecture of our proposal.

4.1 Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax of our language can be clearly organized

in two main sublanguages, namely: OSS domain and bot. The

former covers those concepts of the domain (OSS community

development in our case) required to de�ne bots in an agnos-

tic way, that is, independently of the code-hosting platform

where the bots will be deployed; while the latter de�nes the

core language constructs to de�ne the bots themselves.

4.1.1 OSS Domain Sublanguage. To build the language

domain, we explored existing code-hosting platforms and

selected the following: GitHub and GitLab. We chose these

platforms due to their activity, the number of projects they

host, the ability to perform a detailed analysis of their fea-

tures and their popularity. In Appendix A we provide a list

of the platforms identi�ed and eventually discarded.

Figure 2 de�nes the metamodel inferred from the analysis

of the features and concepts of the selected platforms. Our

bots will need to be able to read and get triggered by changes

on those elements and update them when needed. Note that

to avoid crossing lines, we sometimes express associations

between classes as an attribute with the corresponding type.

The main element of the diagram is the Repository class.

This element represents the project’s repository, the central

element of any code-hosting platform. The class includes

the main properties available in code-hosting platforms (e.g.,

name, topics, stargazers, etc.). The remaining classes describe

the other elements playing a role during the development

process, besides the User hierarchy, which identi�es plat-

form users and the authors of commits, and the Group class

which represent the ownership and contributors of the repos-

itory.

For instance, the Contribution class comprises issues

and pull requests. Key characteristics of all contributions are

its title and body, which describe its creation reason, and its

state, whether it is resolved or pending for resolution, for

example. Contributions can be assigned to a milestone (see

Milestone class). The Contribution hierarchy includes the

Issue and PullRequest classes, which represent the two

types of contributions available in code-hosting platforms.

While issues are designed for open discussions or feature

requests in the project, pull requests are the mechanisms to

accept new code changes from a branch or a fork into the

repository, a process known as pull-based development [10].

The latter is composed by a set of reviews that validate or

reject the proposed changes. These reviews are often super-

vised by the owner or an internal contributor of the project.

As pull requests can be created from discussions in issues,

there may be links between them.

The communication in issues and pull requests is based

on comments, which are represented by the Comment class

and hierarchy. Comments at the contribution level are rep-

resented as ContributionComment class, and they are used

to discuss both pull requests and issues. Additionally, for

pull requests, reviews may include one or more comments

(see PRReviewComment class). Furthermore, we identi�ed the

comments of a commit as a part of the comment hierarchy, as

it has common information with the other type of comments.

However, these comments are usually stored directly as part

of the version control system (VCS) information and visible

in the commit tracking history.

Another important feature is themanagement of the project

documentation hosted in the repository1. The documenta-

tion, called wiki, is composed by pages, and changes are

tracked for each page.

The domain also includes the User hierarchy, which rep-

resents the users of the platform. We distinguish platform

users and VCS users (see PlatformUser and GitUser). The

former are the accounts registered in the code-hosting plat-

form, while the latter are users only detected in the VCS tool,

in our case Git (i.e., commit users). Platform users can be

organized in groups, which are represented by the Group

class, and they own a set of repositories. A key aspect of

groups is the chance of assigning certain roles to the users,

determining which actions can perform (see Member class).

This facilitates the project management for corporations,

organizations and other possible groups of developers.

4.1.2 Bot Sublanguage. The part of the abstract syntax

devoted to de�ne the core bot aspects of our DSL is presented

in Figure 3. A BotDefinition represents a bot, which listens

to a set of events of code-hosting platforms, de�ned by the

Event class, and performs a set of actions, de�ned by the

Behavior class. An Event has a condition (see Condition)

which may query elements in the domain (see from asso-

ciation). Due to space limitations, we only show a subset

of events (see Event hierarchy). The Behavior hierarchy

includes Executes and Creates, which may also query do-

main elements. We describe these elements below. Finally,

the DomainElement concept is the superclass of all elements

in the metamodel of Figure 2.

4.2 Concrete Syntax & Implementation

We designed our DSL as a textual language, and implemented

it as an internal DSL in Java to leverage on the Java ecosys-

tem and its existing libraries. As a textual language, the

language de�nition is driven by a set of statements, which

1GitLab creates a separate Git repository.
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User

fullname: String

username: String

email: String

Repository

name: String 

private: Boolean

stargazers_count: Integer

watchers_count: Integer

0..1

Contribution

number: Integer

state: String

title: String

body: String

assignee: PlatformUser [ ]

Issue

draft: Boolean

type: String

priority: String

Comment

parent: Integer

body: String

author: PlatformUser

author_association: AssocEnum

ContributionComment PRReviewComment

in_reply_to: PRReviewComment

line: Integer

old_line: Integer

Review

body: String

state: ReviewStateEnum

author_association: AuthorAssocEnum

sender: PlatformUser

1..1 *

WikiPage

action: ActionEnum

title: String

content: String

format: String

*

1..1

1..1

*

1..1

1..1 *

*

Group

name: String

1..*

*

Milestone

number: Integer

title: String

creator: PlatformUser

description: String

state: StateEnum

1..*

*

GitUser

git_name: String

PlatformUser

type: String

Commit

sha: String

files_added: String [ ]

message: String

timestamp: DateTime

CommitComment

line: Integer

old_line: Integer

path: String

*

PullRequest

requested_reviewers: PlatformUser [ ]

participants: PlatformUser [ ]

base: String

head: String

changed_files: Integer

deletions: Integer

merged_by: PlatformUser

0..1

0..1

1..1

*

*

1..1

1..*
1..1

1..1

1..1

Label

name: String

description: String

color: String

**

Topic

name: String * *

Reaction

name: String

*

* *

*

*

*

Member

role: RoleEnum

<<enumeration>>
AuthorAssocEnum

collaborator

contributor

first_timer

first_time_contributor

mannequin

member

none

owner

<<enumeration>>
ActionEnum

created

edited

deleted

<<enumeration>>
ReviewStateEnum

dismissed

approved

changes_requested

<<enumeration>>
StateEnum

open

closed

<<enumeration>>
RoleEnum

owner

moderator

reporter

developer

maintainer

billing_manager

security_manager

guest

*

*

contributors

group_owner

owner

Figure 2. OSS domain metamodel.

Event

created_at: DateTime

visibility_level: Integer

action: ActionEnum

BotDefinition

name: String

Condition

condition: String

language: String

Domain Elementfrom ▶
listens ▶

Behavior

Executes

expression: String

Creates

interacts with ▶

defines ▶

PullRequestEvent

pull_request: PullRequest

ContributionCommentEvent

comment: ContributionComment

IssueEvent

issue: Issue

1..**

1..*

1..*
1..1 *

*

query ▶
**

◀ linked

1..*

*

Figure 3. Bot metamodel.

are identi�ed by keywords. Being an internal DSL, we relied

on �uent interfaces using the method chaining pattern [9]

to enable the language statements. The language currently

includes �ve statements using the corresponding keywords,

namely, createBot, on, creates, executes, and validate.

In the following, we describe each statement following a

function-based format (i.e., keyword name and parameters).

• createBot(name). This statement sets a name for the

bot.

• on(event, condition). This statement de�nes the

event and the optional conditional statement trigger-

ing the bot. Several on statements may be used if a bot

is triggered by several events.

• creates(element). This statement speci�es the do-

main element that must be created once an event trig-

gers the bot. One or more domain elements can be

created. Constructors to build each domain element

are provided.

• executes(code). This statement de�nes the bot be-

havior to be executed when it is triggered by an event.

Unlike the previous statement, the executes state-

ment accepts a lambda expression that must be exe-

cuted as part of the bot behavior.

• validate(). This statement ends the de�nition of the

bot and validates the bot de�nition.

A bot de�nition must use the keywords in a speci�c order.

The �rst statement must be createBot and one or more on

statements afterward. Each set of on statements must be

followed by either a creates or an executes keyword. The

creates or executes keyword can be followed by either

a validate keyword, which �nalizes the bot de�nition; or
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another set of on statements, thus de�ning a new set of trig-

gering conditions. Note that any bot de�nition must always

�nalize with a validate keyword.

As a Java internal language, we leverage on the host lan-

guage to be able to ignore most newlines, thus improving

the readability and making debugging easier. To enforce the

order of the keywords, we use progressive interfaces, that is,

the usage of using multiple interfaces to drive and enforce a

�xed sequence of method-chaining calls. However, one of

the disadvantages of using method chaining and progres-

sive interfaces is the �nishing problem, summarized to the

lack of a clear end-point to a method chain. To mitigate this

problem, we added the validate statement, which closes

the bot de�nition but introduces syntactic noise. To alleviate

the situation, the validate statement also validates that the

bot de�nition and state is correct.

4.3 Example

To illustrate the use of our language, we show two examples

of simple bots, which (1) thanks the author of the �rst com-

ment in an issue and (2) notify project contributors when

a pull request is created without requested reviewers. List-

ings 1 and 2 show these examples, respectively. Listing 1

illustrates the use of the creates statement, while Listing 2

uses the executes statement. As can be seen, each listing

indicates the name of the bot, the event it listens and the

conditional statement, and the action to perform.

In both examples, the name is a unique Java string. Note

that the event is de�ned among a set of prede�ned events,

and it is declared using Java enumerations. Along with the

declared event, the conditional statement is represented as a

Java lambda expression, accessing to the platform entities via

the DomainHelper. The DomainHelper facilitates the extrac-

tion of any domain element from the payload of the webhook

noti�cation, thus liberating developers from building and

navigating the domain elements. For instance, line 3 in List-

ings 1 extracts the issue related to the event, while line 3

in Listing 2 does so for the pull request. In both examples,

conditional triggers are de�ned with Java comparison op-

erators with the attributes of the retrieved element. At last,

each bot includes the de�nition of the behavior of the bot,

via a creates and executes statements, respectively.

In Listing 1, note that the creates statement allows the

developer to de�ne the bot behavior e�ectively. To this aim,

our approach provides the so-called CreateHelper, which

implements typical behavior when creating elements, in the

example, the creation of a comment in the issue linked to the

event. Note that more complex behavior should be de�ned

by using the executes statement. On the other hand, the

executes statement showed in Listing 2, allows the user to

bemore precise, thus enabling the de�nition ofmore complex

actions. In this case, we rely on the Member domain element

to recover the set of project maintainers to be noti�ed.

Listing 1. Example using creates statement.

1 exampleBot = Bot.createBot("Commenter")

2 .on(Event.CONTRIBUTION_COMMENT , (payload) -> {

3 Issue issue = DomainHelper.digestPayload(payload ,

domainClass:Issue.class);

4 return issue.getNum_comments () == 1;

5 })

6 .creates(CreateHelper.createComment(body:"Thanks␣

for␣your␣contribution!"));

7 .validate ();

Listing 2. Example using executes statement.

1 exampleBot = Bot.createBot("MailNotifier")

2 .on(Event.PULLREQUEST , (payload) -> {

3 PullRequest pr = DomainHelper.digestPayload(

payload , domainClass:PullRequest.class);

4 return pr.getRequested_reviewers ().isEmpty ();

5 })

6 .executes (( payload) -> {

7 Repository repo = DomainHelper.digestPayload(

payload , Repository.class);

8 ArrayList <Member > members = repo.getGroup ().

getMembers ().stream ().filter ((m) -> m.

getRole () == RoleEnum.MAINTAINER);

9 for (Member m : members) {

10 message.addRecipient(m.getEmail ());

11 }

12 String body = "Hi␣developer ,␣there␣is␣a␣new␣pull␣

request␣with␣no␣requested␣reviewers␣in␣your␣

repo:" + repo.getName ();

13 message.SetContent(body);

14 Transport.send(message);

15 })

16 .validate ();

5 Runtime

The execution of bots is governed by the Runtime (cf. Fig-

ure 1). The Runtime includes an Event Listener to track the

events from code-hosting platforms, and to trigger the exe-

cution of the corresponding bot, and a set of Connectors to

interact with the code-hosting platforms APIs.

We have implemented the Runtime as a web application,

able to track and listen events from code-hosting platforms

via webhooks. The Event Listener only triggers the bot if

the event conditions de�ned in the on statement are ful�lled.

Being an internal DSL, the event listener delegates the ex-

ecution �ow to the creates or executes statement of the bot.

The execution of these statements calls the corresponding

connector, which is in charge of mapping the bot actions to

the code-hosting platform API calls.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a tool for de�ning and

deploying bots independently of the code-hosting platform.

For this, we have de�ned a language as an internal DSL

in Java. Bots de�ned with our tool can be easily deployed

in potentially any code-hosting platform via the Runtime,

which currently supports GitHub and GitLab. We have

illustrated the use of our approach with several examples.

This is the �rst step of a more ambitious vision towards

providing every OSS project with a swarm of bots able to

collaborate among them and with the community members
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to ensure the project’s long-term sustainability. Along this

line, future work includes extending our bots with NLP ca-

pabilities and LLM connectors for more advanced interac-

tions, the ability to model bots’ orchestrations and their

collaboration, and coordination towards a common goal, e.g.,

involving ecosystems of projects deployed over multiple

repositories and platforms. Works on the swarm robotics

domain (e.g., [17]), can be useful to adapt swarm algorithms

and communication methods into our domain.
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Appendix A. Platform selection

Table 1. Discarded platforms considered for building the

language domain.

Platform URL

Gitea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://gitea.io/en-us/
Codeberg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://codeberg.org/
BitBucket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://bitbucket.org/
SourceForge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://sourceforge.net/
HuggingFaceHub . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://huggingface.co/
ProjectLocker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://www.projectlocker.com/
Launchpad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://launchpad.net/
Assembla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://get.assembla.com/
Beanstalk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://beanstalkapp.com/
Savannah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://savannah.gnu.org/
RepositoryHosting.com . . . . . h�ps://repositoryhosting.com/
Codebase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://www.codebasehq.com/
SourceRepo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�p://sourcerepo.com/
Gerrit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://www.gerritcodereview.com/
Backlog . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://nulab.com/backlog/
Codegiant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://codegiant.io/home
Kallithea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://kallithea-scm.org/
RhodeCode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h�ps://code.rhodecode.com/
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